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Sacrifices1 in ancient times were commonly patterned on primordial
sacrifices performed by gods and men, often in cosmogonical and es-
chatological context. The myths of the primordial sacrifice and sacrifi-
cers provided the rationale for current-day sacrifices.2 Here, I shall dis-
cuss the Zoroastrian yasna from this perspective.3

The yasna sacrifice is celebrated daily and serves the purpose of re-
newing the daily existence, that is, the removal of darkness and the re-
turn of the sun. Its model is Ahura MazdÇ’s primordial sacrifice in the
world of thought, by which he established the ordered cosmos. In Iran,
we find Ahura MazdÇ (the All-knowing ruling Lord) himself repeatedly
sacrificing in the Avesta4 and the Pahlavi texts. According to the Bun-
dahi‰n, for instance, Ohrmazd performed a sacrifice in the world of
thought to establish the creation:

Bd.3.20-21
ohrmazd abÇg amahrspandÇn pad rabihwin (gÇh) mïnÿy yazi‰n frÇz

1. Note that the term sacrifice is used here without the necessary implication of immola-
tion of a sacrificial victim; rather it is used here to denote ritual offerings to gods and
other entitites in the divine world. See, e.g., J. Henninger, “Sacrifice,” in The Encyclo-
pedia of Religion, ed. M. Eliade, London, vol. 12, 1987, pp. 544-57, esp. the defini-
tions pp. 544-45. See further below on the verb yaza-.

2. See, e.g., M. Molé, Culte, mythe et cosmologie dans l’Iran ancien. Le problème
zoroastrien et la tradition mazdéenne, Paris, 1963, pp. 126-32, for instance (p. 132):
“The supreme divinity offers the sacrifice to create the world and thereby establishes
an archetypical act. Since then, every sacrifice will be a recreation of the universe...”

3. For reasons of space limitations, it has not been possible to include a full philological
apparatus.

4. Ahura MazdÇ sacrifices with libations to his companion deities in order to be granted
his wishes or responding to their call for sacrifices: to AnÇhitÇ for her to allow him to
make Zarathustra follow His DaïnÇ (Yt.5.17); to Ti‰triia (Yt.8.23-25) and Mijra
(Yt.10.53-54, 56) in order to invigorate them and make them benevolent toward men;
to Mijra for no explicit reason (Yt.10.123); and to Vaiiu for ability to overcome the
Evil Spirit and to annihilate his creations (Yt.15.2-3).



sÇxt5 andar yazi‰n kuni‰n dÇm hamÇg bï dÇd abÇg b!d frawahr ¥
mardÿmÇn ...

At Midday, Ohrmazd together with the Life-giving Immortals pre-
pared the sacrifice in the world of thought. During the performance
of the sacrifice, the entire creation was established. The fravashis of
men were with him.

At the end of the world, he will again sacrifice to establish the perfect
world:

Bd.34.29-30
ohrmazd ÿ gït¥y ‰awïd xwad zÿd srÿ‰-ahl¥y rÇsp¥g ud ïbyÇhan pad dast
Çwarïd. ganÇg mïnÿy ud Çz pad Çn ¥ gÇhÇn¥g nïrang zad abzÇr¥hÇ
was¥yÇr

Ohrmazd goes down into the world, himself as libating priest and
Srÿ‰-ahl¥y as auxiliary priest, bringing the sacred girdle in his hands.
The Foul Spirit and Åz will be greatly and exceedingly smashed by
the magic power of the GÇjÇs.

It was also by this sacrifice that Ohrmazd became ruler of his creation
and received many of his other characteristic qualities, whereby was
able to overcome – at least temporarily – the forces of chaos, represent-
ed by darkness and death, and to establish order, represented by light
and life:

Bd.1.34
ohrmazd pï‰ az dÇm-dahi‰n¥h nï b!d xwadÇy ud pas az dÇm-dahi‰n¥h
xwadÇy ud s!d-xwÇstÇr ud frazÇnag ud Jud-bï‰ Ç‰kÇrag ud hamï-
rÇyïn¥dÇr ud abzÿn¥g ud harwisp-niger¥dÇr b!d

Before the establishment of the creation Ohrmazd was not ruling
Lord, but, after the establishment of the creation, he became ruling
Lord, profit-seeker (Av. s1uui‰ta “richest in life-giving strength”),
foreknowing, harm-discarding, apparent (Av. haijiia “true, real”),
ever-arranging, increasing (Av. sp1!ta), and all-observing (Av. v¥spÇ
hi‰as).
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5. Mss.: TD1, p. 33: mynwy Y yc‰n / pr!c sht /; TD2, p. 38 mynwd Y yc‰n / pr!c s!ht /; DH, p.
19 mynwy yc‰n pr!c s!ht /; K20, fol. 91r g!s mynwd yc‰n pr!c s!ht.



This is not the whole story, however; Ahura MazdÇ is also said to have
given birth to the first ordered cosmos, the new state of existence, the
ahu. In the GÇjÇs, he is said to be the birth father of Order,6 as well as
of Årmaiti, which we know also represents the earth, and of Good
Thought, which I believe also represents the luminous cover of the sky:

GÇjÇ 3, 48.67

at
˜

ax́iiÇi a7! mazdå uruuarå vax‰a6
ahurÿ a!h9u‰ zàjÿi pauruiiehiiÇ ...

Thus, for her the All-knowing One by (my/his) Order shall (now)
make plants grow, (he), the Ahura, at the engendering/birth of the
first ahu.

GÇjÇ 2, 43.5
sp1!t1m a6 jPÇ mazdÇ m9! 4h¥ ahurÇ
hiia6 jPÇ a!hï1u‰ zàjÿi dar1s1m pauruu¥m 
hiia6 då ;iiaojanÇ m¥Ïdauuàn yÇcÇ ux!Ç ...

Thus, I (now) think of you as life-giving,8 O All-knowing Lord, / as I
(now) see you at the engendering/birth of the ahu, when you estab-
lished, / for the first time, actions as fee-earning, as well as (the
words) that are to be uttered...

GÇjÇ 2, 44.3
... kasnÇ zàjÇ ptÇ a7ahiiÇ pauruiiÿ ...

What man/hero (is), by (his) engendering, the first father of Order?

GÇjÇ 1, 31.8
a6 jPÇ m9! 4h¥ pauruu¥m mazdÇ yaz!m stÿi mana!hÇ
va!h9u‰ patar9m mana!hÿ ...

Thus, I (now) think with (my) thought of you (as) the first, O All-
knowing One, yet youthful / father of good thought ...
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6. See Skjærvø, 2003, for a discussion of the meaning of a7a-, and Skjærvø, 2002a, on
Ahura MazdÇ and Årmaiti.

7. I have included the number of the GÇjÇ, since it is often of interest to see where certain
themes occur in the Old Avesta and how they are distributed throughout the five
GÇjÇs.

8. The root spÇ-/s!-/sau- (sp1!ta-, etc.; s!ra-; sauua(h)-, sao‰iia!t-, etc.) properly refers
to “swelling,” that is, in religious context, to nature swelling with (the juices of) life. I
render words containing this root by means of “(re)vitalizing, life-giving.”



GÇjÇ 2, 45.4
a6 frauuax‰iiÇ a!h9u‰ ahiiÇ vahi‰t1m  
a7Ç6 hacÇ mazdå vaïdÇ y9 ¥m dÇ6
patar9m va!h9u‰ var1zaiia!tÿ mana!hÿ
a6 hÿi dug1dÇ hu;iiaojanÇ Çrmaiti‰

Thus, I shall proclaim the best (announcement) of (= about?) this
state / in accordance with Order: the All-knowing One, knows (him)
who established it / (to be) the father of the good thought which in-
vigorates (you), / while his daughter (is) Årmaiti of good actions.

Moreover, according to the Pahlavi texts, such as the Pahlavi Rivayat
and the Bundahi‰n, once he had assembled all the elements of the new
world, he kept them inside himself like a foetus, nurturing it until it was
born as the worlds of thought and of living beings:

PR.46.1-39

ïd k! ÇsmÇn ãiyÿn az ãï kerd estïd. abzÇr b!d ¥ ãiyÿn xwarg ¥ Çtax‰ ¥
pad rÿ‰n¥h pÇk az Çn ¥ asar rÿ‰n¥h bï brïhïn¥d. u-‰ hamÇg dÇm ud
dahi‰n az Çn bï kerd. ud ka-‰ bï kerd b!d Ç-‰ andar ÿ tan burd u-‰ sï
hazÇr sÇl andar tan dÇ‰t u-‰ hamï abzÇyïn¥d u-‰ weh hamï kerd

About this matter: how and from what was the sky made? – The tool
was something like a cinder of fire of pure light, which he fashioned
from the Endless Light. And he made all the creations and creatures
from it. And when he had made it, then he brought it into (his) body.
And he kept it for 3000 years in the body, making it grow and mak-
ing it better.

Bd.1.58-59
dÇm ¥ ohrmazd pad mïnÿy¥h ïdÿn parward k! *tarr¥hÇ estÇd, amen¥dÇr
agriftÇr arawÇg ãiyÿn ‰usr homÇnÇg... n!n-iz pad gït¥y pad Çn
hangÿ‰¥dag andar a‰komb ¥ mÇdar hambaw¥hïnd ud zÇyïnd ud par-
warïnd. ohrmazd pad dÇm-dahi‰n¥h mÇdar¥h ud pidar¥h ¥ dahi‰n ast. ãï
ka-‰ dÇm pad mïnÿy parward Çn b!d mÇdar¥h ka-‰ bï ÿ gït¥y dÇd Çn
b!d pidar¥h

Ohrmazd’s creation was nurtured in the world of thought in such a
way that it was in *moisture – unthinking, untouching, unmoving –
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9. See A. V. Williams. The Pahlavi RivÇyat Accompanying the DÇdestÇn ¥ Dïn¥g. 2 vols.
Det Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab. Historisk-filosofiske Meddelelser 60:
1-2. Copenhagen, 1990, pt. I, pp. 60-61, pt. II, p. 71.



like semen ... Still, in the world of living beings, they are formed in
the womb of the mother and are born and nurtured in that way. And
by the establishment of the creation Ohrmazd is father and mother of
the creation, for when he nurtured the creation in the world of
thought, that was being its mother, when he put it into the world of
living beings, that was being its father.

Once the cosmos was established, however, the forces of evil attacked,
and the world fell back into chaos. In order to help living beings in their
battle against evil, it was arranged for Zarathustra to be born and be-
come the first human sacrificer. Zarathustra was able to re-establish Or-
der in the cosmos for as long as he lived, and, ever since his death, this
task is performed by human sacrificers, whose task is to assist Ahura
MazdÇ. They do so by replicating the primordial sacrifice and, by their
sacrifices, put Ahura MazdÇ back in command and provide him with the
elements needed to re-order the world.

Purpose of the yasna sacrifice: birth of the ordered cosmos

The sacrifice is therefore a process of reconstruction and multiple
births, and in the rest of this presentation, I shall discuss in brief detail
the role of the sacrifice as an ordering process, the birth and function of
Zarathustra, and the role of the fravashis (pre-existing “souls” of living
beings) in the birth of the cosmos.

The purpose of the sacrifice is to dispel the forces of evil, of dark-
ness, destruction, and death, and re-establish the world as Ahura MazdÇ
first ordered it, full of light and life, fertility and growth. In the GÇjÇs,
this is expressed by the image of Årmaiti, the earth, seeing Order, that
is, Ahura MazdÇ’s beautiful sky, with the sun in its middle, whereby she
becomes able to produce all living things, which are her works (;iiaoj-
na):

GÇjÇ 3, 48.11
kadÇ mazdÇ a7Ç ma6 Çrmaiti‰ / jima6 x‰ajrÇ hu‰1iti‰ vÇstrauuait¥ ...

When, O All-knowing One, will Årmaiti come together with Order /
(and) command, (she) who gives good dwellings and pastures?
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GÇjÇ 2, 43.16
astuua6 a71m x́iiÇ6 u‰tÇnÇ aojÿ!huua6
xv9!g dar1sÿi x‰ajrÿi "iiÇ6 Çrmaiti‰ ...

May Order have bones (and) through (my/his) life breath10 (be)
strong! / May Årmaiti be in command (and) in full sight of the sun! ...

Note that, in India, the new day is generated by Indra’s sacrifice:

RV.2.21.4
anÇnudó vƒßabhó dódhato vadhó gambh¥rá ƒßvó ásamaß†akÇvya˛
radhracodá˛ "náthano v¥fiitás pƒthúr índra˛ suyajñá ußása˛ svàr janat 

He who cannot be pushed back, the male, the weapon against the ob-
stinate, profound, capacious, whose poetic art can never be reached
and matched, / who impels the slow, who crushes, fortified, broad,
Indra with his good sacrifice has generated/engendered the dawns,
the sun.

The interaction between the human and divine spheres needed to bring
this about takes the form of a permanent cycle of gifts exchanged be-
tween gods and men that started when Ahura MazdÇ ordered the cos-
mos, giving all good things to man,11 and which will end only at the end
of the world. In the sacrifice, everything that god gave to men is offered
up to him as gifts, including their bones and life breath, crucial ingredi-
ents that must be added to the cosmic foetus before it can be born as a
functioning living entity.

GÇjÇ 1, 31.11
hiia6 n9 mazdÇ pauruu¥m gaïjåscÇ ta‰ÿ daïnåscÇ
jPÇ mana!hÇ xrat!‰cÇ hiia6 astuua!t1m dadå u‰tan1m

When, O All-knowing One, you for the first time fashioned for us
herds and vision-souls / by your thought, as well as (our) guiding
thoughts, when you would place (in us) life breath with bones...
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10. I assume u‰tÇna- is < *u‰ta- “invigorated” (< *vaz-) + *Hna- “breath.”
11. Cf. the Achaemenid formula: baga vaz"rka AuramazdÇ haya imÇm b!mim adÇ haya

avam asmÇnam adÇ haya martiyam adÇ haya ‰iyÇtim adÇ martiyah"yÇ “the great god
is AhuramazdÇ, who established this earth here, who established yonder sky there,
who established man (in his place), who established happiness for man.”



GÇjÇ 1, 33.14 (cf. 2, 43.16, above)
a6 rÇtàm zaraju‰trÿ tanuuasc¥6 xva"iiå u‰tan1m
dadÇit¥ pauruuatÇt1m mana!hascÇ va!h9u‰ mazdÇi

Thus, Zarathustra is giving as gift the life breath of his own body,
even, / (as) the foremost share (of his sacrifice) and (the gift) of (his)
good thought to the All-knowing One...

Yasna Hapta!hÇiti 37.3
t9m a6 Çh!riiÇ nÇm9n¥ mazdÇ varÇ sp1!tÿ.t1mÇ yazamaidï
t9m ahmÇkÇi‰ azd1b¥‰cÇ u‰tÇnÇi‰cÇ yazamaidï

Thus, up to him we sacrifice (his) Ahurian names: / O “All-knowing
One,” O “good one,” O most “life-giving one”! / We are sacrificing
(them) to him together with our bones and life breaths.

Once the sacrificer and his assistants have provided god with all the
necessary ingredients, in appreciation of their gifts to him, god causes
the rebirth of the cosmos as a counter gift of the same (or greater) ex-
change value:

GÇjÇ 1, 34.15 (cf. GÇjÇ 2, 46.19)
mazdÇ a6 mÿi vahi‰tÇ srauuåscÇ ;iiaojanÇcÇ vaocÇ
tÇ t! voh! mana!hÇ a7ÇcÇ i‰ud1m st!tÿ
x‰mÇkÇ x‰ajrÇ ahurÇ f1ra‰9m vasnÇ haijii9m då ah!m

O All-knowing One, thus say my poems conferring fame and (my) ac-
tions (are) the best! / (Say), you, (that my) repayment (in the form) of
praises (is best) on account of that good thought (of mine) and the Or-
der (of my ritual). / You (now) establish by your command, O Lord
(and you others, this) ahu (as) Juicy12 in exchange value, the true one.

GÇjÇ 3, 50.10-11
a6 yÇ var1‰Ç yÇcÇ pairi.Çi‰ 7iiaojanÇ
yÇcÇ voh! ca‰màm ar1ja6 mana!hÇ raocå xv9!g ...
a6 v9 staotÇ aojÇi mazdÇ a!hÇcÇ
yauua6 a7Ç tauuÇcÇ isÇicÇ
dÇtÇ a!h9u‰ ar1da6 voh! mana!hÇ
haijiiÇ var1‰tàm hiia6 vasnÇ fra‰ÿ.t1m1m
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12. Since one of the goals of the sacrifice is to make Order “full of swelling” (GÇjÇ 4,
51.21: a71m sp9nuua6), I assume fra‰a- (if connected with OInd. pƒ́kß- and if this is
“liquid strengthening” of some sort) means “full of the juices of life and vitality.”



Thus, the actions that I shall (now) perform, both (those) that you
have wished for / and (those) that (our) eyes on account of (our) good
thought deserve (to see, are the bringing back of) the lights of the
sun. ...

Thus, I shall declare myself as your praiser, O All-knowing One
(and you others), and I shall be – / to the extent I by the Order (of my
ritual) can and am able – / the establisher of the (new) ahu *success-
fully by (my) good thought! / On account of (my) true (utterance) let
what is most Juicy in exchange value be produced!

What is born from the foetus that grew in the divine womb is the new
ahu, “state of existence” or “(new) life,” a fully grown living being with
bones and life.

The introduction to the yasna

This purpose of the yasna is stated clearly in its introduction, which has
the following elements:13

It begins with the “profession of faith,” the FrauuarÇne, in which the
sacrificer takes sides for Ahura MazdÇ and his creation against the
daïuuas, or “old gods.” Then, three entities are introduced, for whose
benefit the sacrifice is performed, namely, the two daily ratus of HÇu-
uani (“time of hauuana ‘haoma-pressing’,” preceding dawn), and that
of SÇuua!hi (“time of sauuah ‘life-giving strength’,” following dawn),
as well as the fire, son of Ahura MazdÇ, that is, the sun. There follows
the Frastuiiï “I say forth in praise,” in which the dichotomy of “praise”
versus “blame” or “scorn” is established: by his good thoughts, etc., the
sacrificer establishes good thoughts, etc., as praiseworthy, but bad
thoughts, etc., as blameworthy and to be left behind. Then the Life-giv-
ing Immortals are specified as the recipients of the sacrifice, presented
as a gift (f1rÇ v9 rÇh¥ “I have now given you”) of the sacrificer’s own
body and life breath; and there follows the praise of Order, the object of
the sacrifice, and a list of entities for whose benefit the sacrifice is per-
formed, all associated with the sun: Ahura MazdÇ (father of the cosmic
Order and the heavenly fire) and the Life-giving Immortals (his chil-
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13. See also Kellens, “Commentaire sur les premiers chapitres du Yasna,” JA 284, 1996,
pp. 37-108.



dren); Mijra (who prepares the path for the sun); peace with good pas-
tures (the outcome of the sacrifice); the radiant sun, good Vaiiu (which
the sun travels through); the fire, son of Ahura MazdÇ; Mount
U‰idar1na “Crack of Dawn” (presumably the mountain out of which
the sun reappears); and, finally, all the gods in the world of thought and
that of living beings, as well as the fravashis of the upholders of Order
(as birth assistants). Then the hope is expressed that, through the satis-
faction of Ahura MazdÇ and the scorn of the Evil Spirit, “the most per-
fect ahu may be produced as a worthy exchange gift”; and, finally, the
Ahuna vairiia prayer is recited for the victory of Ahura MazdÇ and the
protection of his ordered cosmos.

We see that all these elements target the production of the new day,
which is the rebirth of Ahura MazdÇ’s ordered cosmos.

The Zarathustra myth

In the cosmological myth, Zarathustra is born in order to perform the
sacrifice in the world of living beings. According to the GÇjÇs, he was
chosen by Ahura MazdÇ to perform his sacrifice among mortals. In the
only extended mythological passage of the Old Avesta, Yasna 29 (at the
beginning of the GÇjÇ collection, only preceded by an introduction),
we find ourselves in the period after the first attack upon Ahura
MazdÇ’s newly ordered cosmos. The situation of living beings is
summed up in the plight of the cow that is caught in the clutches of the
powers of evil, foremost of whom is Wrath. She is complaining to the
inhabitants of paradise, who ask Ahura MazdÇ what he has in mind for
the cow. The problem turns out to be the lack of a ratu, a prototype, for
the cow, which would protect her and provide the model for a happy life
for living beings. The solution is simple. Ahura MazdÇ points out that
he already has the ingredients of the sacrifice and that all that is needed
is someone who can take them down to the world of the living. It is
pointed out that such a one exists, namely Zarathustra, who is there
among them. He is ready to do what is needed, namely, sing songs of
praise for Ahura MazdÇ and his companions:

GÇjÇ 1, 29.8
aïm mÿi idÇ vistÿ y9 n9 aïuuÿ sÇsnå g!‰atÇ
zaraju‰trÿ spitÇmÿ huuÿ n9 mazdÇ va‰t¥ a7ÇicÇ
car1k1r1jrÇ srÇuuaiie! 4hï ...
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This one (here is the one) found by me who alone listens to our ordi-
nances, / Zarathustra Spitama. For us, O All-knowing One, and for
Order, he wishes / to make heard poems of praise...

Zarathustra then conquers the forces of evil by reciting the holy texts
and performing the sacrifice and re-establishes Ahura MazdÇ’s rule in
the worlds of gods and men, as told in the Avesta, where Zarathustra’s
function as praise singer is often mentioned; according to the hymn to
the fravashis, he was the first to praise Order and blame the old gods.
Zarathustra’s activity, in turn, serves as a model for every human sacri-
ficer also to praise and take sides for Ahura MazdÇ, but blame and cast
aside the old gods:14

Yt.13.89
yÿ paoiriiÿ stÿi‰ astuuaijiiå stao6 a71m nÇist daïuu!
fraor1nata mazdaiiasnÿ zaraju‰tri‰ v¥daïuuÿ ahura.6kaï‰ÿ

... he who was the first of the (temporal) existence with bones to
praise Order and blame the old gods,
to choose to sacrifice to Ahura MazdÇ in the tradition of Zarathustra,
discarding the old gods and holding the *teaching about(?) Ahura
(MazdÇ).

Y.11.17
aibigairiiÇ daije v¥spÇ humatÇcÇ h!xtÇcÇ huuar‰tÇcÇ
paitiriciiÇ daije v¥spÇ du‰matÇcÇ duÏ!xtÇcÇ duÏuuar‰tÇcÇ

I determine as worthy of songs of praise all (thoughts, words, acts)
well thought, spoken, performed.
I determine as worthy of being cast aside/left behind all (thoughts,
words, acts) badly thought, spoken, performed.

Y.12.1
nÇism¥ daïuuÿ
frauuarÇnï mazdaiiasnÿ zaraju‰tri‰ v¥daïuuÿ ahura.6kaï‰ÿ
staotÇ am17anàm sp1!tanàm ya‰tÇ am17anàm sp1!tanàm

I blame the old gods.
I choose to sacrifice to Ahura MazdÇ in the tradition of Zarathustra;
to discard the old gods and hold the *teaching of Ahura (MazdÇ),
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14. On the myth of Zarathustra, see also Skjærvø, “Zarathustra: First Poet-Sacrificer”; on
the concepts of praise and blame, see Skjærvø, “Praise and Blame in the Avesta.”



(to be) a praiser of the life-giving immortal (gods), a sacrificer to the
life-giving immortal (gods).

Two aspects of the birth of Zarathustra according to the myth must be
emphasized: according to the Dïnkard, Zarathustra was incarnated in
the world of living beings when his fravashi was sent down to earth and
came to his parents via the haoma:

Dk.7.2.4715

Çn hÿm ud pïm ka hagenïn gumïxt ud ÿ ohrmazd niwïy¥d estÇd
pÿru‰Çsp dugdÿw frÇz xwÇr¥d. ud ïdar hangerd¥g¥h ¥ b!d xwarrah
frawahr ud tan gÿhr ¥ zardux‰t andar 2 *pid

When that hÿm and milk were mixed and it had been announced to
Ohrmazd, (then) Pÿru‰Çsp (and) Dugdÿw drank it. And here the com-
plete assembly of the fortune, fravashi, and body substance of
Zarathustra (was) in his two parents.

Thus, both the fravashi and the haoma were crucial elements in the mak-
ing of Zarathustra. Given the central functions of the haoma and the
fravashis in the yasna, one of the effects of this sacrifice, as proposed by
Marijan Molé, is therefore to re-engender Zarathustra in the persona of
the current sacrificer. Note that the terms niwïy- and hangerdïn- are the
Pahlavi renderings of niuuaï!aiia- and hankÇraiia- (on which see be-
low), which shows that we are dealing with a (prototypical) sacrifice.

The myth of the fravashis

Let us therefore now turn to the myth of the fravashis. In Ya‰t 13, the
fravashis are described as having assisted Ahura MazdÇ during the es-
tablishment of the cosmos and as having shown their paths to the heav-
enly waters, which they helped release:

Yt.13.1-2
mrao6 ahurÿ mazdå spitamÇi zaraju‰trÇi
aïuua tï zÇuuar1 aojasca x var1nÿ auuasca rafnasca
framrauua 1r1zuuÿ spitama
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15. See M. Molé, La légende de Zoroastre selon les textes pehlevis, Travaux de l’Institut
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ya6 a7aonàm frauua7inàm ugranàm aiPij!ranàm
yaja mï jas1n auua! 4he yaja mï bar1n upastàm
ugrå a7aonàm frauua7aiiÿ
å!hàm raiia xvar1na!haca v¥!Çraïm zaraju‰tra
aom asman1m yÿ usca raox‰nÿ frÇd1r1srÿ

Ahura MazdÇ said to Spitama Zarathustra: So I shall proclaim to you,
O upright Zarathustra,
the power and strength, the munificence, the help and support
of the fravashis of those who uphold Order, strong, unshakeable
when they came to my help, when they brought me assistance,
the strong fravashis of those who uphold Order.
By their wealth and munificence I held out, O Zarathustra,
yonder sky (which is) above, luminous and visible afar,

Yt.13.53-54
a7Çunàm va!vh¥‰ s!rå sp1!tå frauua7aiiÿ yazamaide
yå apàm mazda!Çtanàm sr¥rå pajÿ daïsaiiei!ti
yå para ahmÇ6 hi‰t1!ta fra!Çtå afrata6.ku‰¥‰
hamaiia gÇtuuÿ dar1g1mci6 pairi zruuÇn1m
Ça6 tå n!ràm frataci!ti mazda!Çt1m paiti pa!tàm

We sacrifice (to) the good life-giving fravashis of the upholders of
Order, rich in life-giving srength,
who show (their) beautiful paths to the waters established by (Ahura)
MazdÇ,
which before this stood set forth (in their places), (but) not (yet)
flowing forth,
in one and the same place for a very long time.
But now those flow forth along the path established by (Ahura) MazdÇ.

They also act as birth assistants, notably of human children, when the
constituents of the body are placed inside the “covering”:

Yt.13.11
å!hàm raiia xvar1na!haca v¥!Çraïm zaraju‰tra
az1m bar1jri‰uua pujr9 paiti.v1r1t9 apara.iriji!tÿ Ç dÇtÇ6 v¥!Çtao6
viiÇhuua uruua6 caïm
astica gaonaca dr1P!aca *urujPà!ca pai!iiåsca frauuÇx‰asca

By their wealth and munificence, I held out, O Zarathustra,
the sons in the wombs, enclosed and not dying beforehand until the
determined untying (of the bones),
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I *assembled in the coverings *in right order16

the bones and the hairs, the *muscles, the intestines, the sinews and
the limbs.

The word “covering” (viiÇ-) has far-reaching implications: etymologi-
cally, it appears to mean something braided or woven, that is, a tissue or
fabric serving as a covering, which, in the context of birth, is likely to
refer to the amnion, or caul, which contains the foetus.

The word is also found in the context of the star Satauuaïsa, who, re-
leased by the fravashis, pushes the heavenly waters through the viiÇs,
where the verb “release” (harz-) is that typically used of releasing male
animals in to the flock of females (var‰nihar‰ta-),17 as well as of the re-
lease of semen (V.15.7):

Yt.13.43
tå h1r1z1!ti satauuaïs1m a!tar1 zàm asman1mca
*fra6.Çp1m18 zauuanÿ.sr!t1m ta6.Çp1m ux‰iia6.uruuar1m

They release Satauuaïsa between heaven and earth, / who *fills the
waters when hearing the invocation, who makes the waters fall, who
makes the plants grow.

Yt.8.9
Ça6 tå Çpÿ fra;Çuuaiieiti *satauuaïsÿ auui *haptÿ.kar‰uuair¥m <zàm>19

viiÇhuua ya6 jasaiti sr¥rÿ
Thus Satauuaïsa pushes those waters forward over the <earth> with its
seven continents, / when he comes among the coverings, beautiful ...

The haoma, too, is associated with the rain myth,20 and the verb used
for filtering the haoma is pairi.harz-, also from harz- “release”:21
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16. caiia- “gather together” in groups or layers? – * ƒ-u"!t, put together and connected in
rows?

17. Cf. S. Wikander, “Ein Fest bei den Kurden und im Avesta,” Orientalia Suecana 60, 1960
(publ. 1961), pp. 7-10; G. Asatrian, “Armenian, xoygo"owt#iwn (Tracing Back an Old
Animal-breeding Custom in Ancient Armenia),” Iran & Caucasus 2, 1998, pp. 63-65.

18. The manuscripts have ta6.Çp°, but Yt. 10.61 has fra6.° in the same expression.
19. The manuscripts have sÇta° and °kar‰uuair¥‰.
20. In India, the connection between the rains and the soma is trivial, as is that with

dawn; see, e.g., Bergaigne, La religion védique d’après les hymnes du Rig-Veda,
Paris, 1878-97 (repr. Paris, 1963), vol. II, §§ III-IV, pp. 30-42 (waters), 42-43 (dawn).

21. Yet another derivative is upa-harz- in upa!har‰taiiaï° “in order to let (the haomas)
flow” in Vr.9.3. The same multiplicity of references is seen in OInd. sƒj- “release.”



Y.27.6
haoma pairi.har1‰iie!te

the haomas are about to be released through (the filter) ...

The earliest occurrence of the term viiÇ- is in the third GÇjÇ:

GÇjÇ 3, 48.7
n¥ aï‰1mÿ n¥.diiÇtàm pait¥ r1m1m pait¥.siiÿd!m
yÿi Ç va!h9u‰ mana!hÿ d¥dragÏÿ.duiiï / a7Ç viiàm ...

Let wrath be tied down! Cut back obstruction / you who wish to
(stretch) hither (and) hold firmly the *covering of good thought /
through Order! ...

Here, the action of stretching out the viiÇ of good thought depends on
that of tying down Wrath, which, in my opinion, is the principal repre-
sentative of chaos and probably embodies the dark sky,22 while the
“covering of good thought,” in this context, probably refers to the
bright covering of the sky, as I have argued in a forthcoming work.

The more exact nature of the fravashis is revealed by a special for-
mula applied only to them:

Y.17.18 (= Y.26.1, 59.18, 71.22)
a7Çunàm va!vh¥‰ s!rå sp1!tå frauua7aiiÿ
staomi zbaiiemi ufiiemi yazamaide

The good, life-giving fravashis of the upholders of Order, rich in life-
giving strength, I praise, I invoke, I weave. We offer (them) up in sac-
rifice...

Here the verb ufiiemi literally means “to weave.” The only attestation of
this verb outside of this formula is at the beginning of the first GÇjÇ,
where the sacrificer states his purpose to weave Ahura MazdÇ and his
companions, presumably into a poetic web depicting their heroic deeds,
as well as into the well-structured tissue from which the macrocosmic
Order will be born:
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22. Cf. the following Manichean passage from the hymn Sadwïs and Pïs!s (Boyce,
“Sadwïs and Pïs!s,” BSOAS 13, 1951, p. 912): M741R (3) cyhrg sdwys rw‰n • nm!yd
!w hw #‰mg ... (6) ‰frsyd hw #‰mg t!ryg... “Sadwïs shows (his/her) bright appearance
to that Wrath ... that dark Wrath is shamed...”



GÇjÇ 1, 28.3
y9 vå a7Ç ufiiÇn¥ manascÇ voh! apauruu¥m / mazdàmcÇ ahur1m ...

I who want to weave with Order you (all) and the good thought that had
none before it, / as well as the All-knowing Lord, (into my poetic web)...

Thus, the function of the fravashis in the sacrifice, during which they
are mentioned about 150 times,23 I think, is to help weave the micro-
and macrocosmic tissues, through which they conduct the heavenly
birth waters needed for the rebirth of the Ordered cosmos.

As for Zarathustra’s fravashi, it is invoked repeatedly throughout the
first part of the yasna in connection with the haoma and the parahao-
ma, which shows that the link that we saw in the Dïnkard between hao-
ma, fravashi, and Zarathustra is already Avestan:

Y.3.2
haom1mca para.haom1mca Çiiese ye‰ti x‰n!maine zaraju‰trahe
spitÇmahe a7aonÿ frauua79e

By (my) sacrifice, I muster the haoma and the parahaoma for winning
the favor of the fravashi of Spitama Zarathustra, upholder of Order.

Y.6.18-19
haom1mca para.haom1mca yazamaide
zaraju‰trahe spitÇmahe i!a a7aonÿ a7¥mca frauua7¥mca yazamaide

We sacrifice (to) the haoma and the parahaoma. / Here we sacrifice
(to) Spitama Zarathustra’s, upholder of Order, reward and fravashi.

It is also invoked in a clear reference to Zarathustra’s first sacrifice in
the world of living beings:

Y.16.2-3
zaraju‰trahe a7aonÿ frauua7¥m yazamaide ... a!huiiao‰ a7acina!hÿ
pauruuå dÇtå dÇmàn a7aon¥‰ daju‰ÿ ahurahe mazdå ... yazamaide

We sacrifice (to) the fravashi of Zarathustra, who upheld Order ...
seeker of the (first) ahu, lover of Order.
We sacrifice (to) the Orderly creations established before (the others),
(those) of Ahura MazdÇ, who has established (everything).
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23. According to Boyce (“Fraward¥n ya‰t,” in Encyclopaedia Iranica X/2, New York,
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The yasna sacrifice, part 1

Let us now return to the progression of the yasna sacrifice to see how
the sacrificer prepares the rebirth of the ordered cosmos.

To make his microcosmic representation of the divine ordering of the
macrocosm,24 the sacrificer assembles the ratus – models or blueprints
– of all the ingredients of the first creation. These actions are described
by formulas25 that contain verbs in the present indicative in its perfor-
mative function, used to describe the ongoing actions of the sacrificer.
There are three types of actions:

1. the elements of the sacrifice are “introduced” by name and “pre-
sented to” the gods: niuuaï!aiiemi (Y.1) and Çuuaï!aiiamah¥ (Y.4);

2. the elements are ordered: ha!kÇraiiemi (Y.1), possibly referring to
the elements being assembled while being counted in or accounted for;
– Çiiese ye‰ti “I am mustering by my sacrificing” (Y.2-3; also Y.14.3,
Y.22, Y.23), with Çiiese26 probably for Çiiasa- from the root yam
“seize,” that is, “grasp firmly, attach”; – pairi.dad1mah¥, literally “to
place all around,” that is, in their specific places (Y.4); – a7aiia da!àmi
“I am placing in Orderly fashion,” that is, to obtain a perfect order
(Y.7); – and rat!‰ Çstaiia “I am setting up (as) models,” i.e., in their
places (Y.13);27

3. the elements are sacrificed (Y.6, etc.): by the verb, yaz-, which is
ambiguous, as it can mean both “sacrifice something,” with the ac-
cusative of the direct object, and “sacrifice to somebody,” with the ac-
cusative of the goal of motion; thus, most of the ingredients of the sac-
rifice are obviously offered up in sacrifice, but the deities are most
probably sacrificed to, and I think the main reference of the verb is to
the action of actually sending the sacrifice on its way.

Interestingly, terms corresponding to Çiiese ye‰ti and pairi.dÇ- are
found in RV.10.130, a hymn in which the sacrifice is woven:
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24. See. e.g., J. Brereton, “Sacred Space,” in The Encyclopaedia of Religion, vol. 12, pp.
526-35.

25. Cf. Kellens, 1996, pp. 38-42.
26. Suggested by comparison with Çiieze from Çiiaza-; derivation from ÇiiÇsa- “to ask

for,” is unlikely, since there is no other example of medial long Ç > e in this phonetic
environment (the Ç needs to be followed by a nasal, e.g., hÇcaiiene < *-iiÇne).

27. Cf. Yt.10.89 yim zaotÇr1m staiiata ahurÿ mazdå a7auua Çsu.yasn1m b1r1zi.gÇjr1m
“(Haoma) whom Orderly Ahura MazdÇ installed as libator with fast(-speeding) sacri-
fice, with high(-reaching) songs.”



RV.10.130.1
yó yajñó vi"vátas tántubhis tatá éka"ata# devakarmébhir !!́yata˛̨
imé vayanti pitáro yá Çyayú˛ prá vay!́pa vayéty Çsate taté 

The sacrifice stretched out with threads in all directions, *attached
with (to?) a hundred and one divine actions, / these fathers are weav-
ing (it) who have come and are here. They sit by the stretched-out
(web), (saying): “Weave forth, weave back!”

RV.10.130.3
k!́s¥t pram!́ pratim!́ kí# nid!́nam ... paridhí˛̨ ká Çs¥t 
... yád dev!́ devám áyajanta ví"ve 

What was the measure? What was the *pattern? What was the fasten-
ing thread. ... What was the *enclosure/frame/... when all the gods
sacrificed the god?

It is therefore possible that the Avestan terminology refers to the orga-
nization of the various elements in the way a loom is set up for weaving,
which agrees with the use of ufiia- “to weave” that we just discussed.

Thus, in these first chapters of the yasna, all the basic elements of the
ordered cosmos are named and put in place, in the same way that Ahu-
ra MazdÇ originally construed the cosmos by producing all its elements
and placing them in their appropriate places. Note especially that, in
Y.13.4 (with pairi.dÇ-), the sacrificer presents the life breath of his own
body to the Life-giving Immortals. This is naturally followed by a ref-
erence to the cosmogonic sacrifices of the two spirits and of Ahura
MazdÇ and the promise to repay Ahura MazdÇ for all the good things he
has given humans, and, in Y.13.7, the three fravashis crucial to the mak-
ing of the first ahu in the world of living beings are sacrificed (to): that
of the cow/bull, that of Gaiia Mart!n, and that of Zarathustra:

Y.13.4
pair¥ v9 am17Ç sp1!tÇ hux‰ajrÇ hu!å!hÿ da!àmi
tanuuasc¥6 xva"iiå u‰tan1m pair¥ v¥spå huj¥taiiÿ
ijÇ mainii! mamanÇitï ijÇ vaocÇtar9 ijÇ vÇuu1r1zÇtar1

I place all around for you, O Life-giving Immortals, who bestow
good command and give good gifts, / the life breath of my own body,
even, as well as all good gains. / Thus the two spirits have ever
thought, spoken, and performed.
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Y.13.7
g9u‰cÇ hudå!hÿ gaiie"iiÇcÇ marajnÿ a7aonÿ frauua7¥m yazamaide
zaraju‰trahe spitÇmahe i!a a7aonÿ a7¥mca frauua7¥mca yazamaide

We sacrifice (to) the fravashi of the cow giving good gifts and of Gai-
ia Mart!n, who upheld Order. / We sacrifice here (to) the reward and
fravashi of Spitama Zarathustra, who upheld Order.

The yasna sacrifice, part 2

After the sacrifice has been properly structured and its elements sacri-
ficed, its principal purpose is spelled out in Yasna 8: it is to make Ahu-
ra MazdÇ ruler of the cosmos. This is accompanied by the offering and
consumption of the sacrificial food, the miiazda, after which the sacri-
ficer expresses several wishes, namely, that Ahura MazdÇ may be in
command and that the waters may put the man who upholds order in
command, but the one possessed by the Lie out of command; that he,
the sacrificer himself, in the persona of Zarathustra, may induce all so-
cial leaders to accompany his daïnÇ; and that the entire ordered cos-
mos may be comfortable and free from oppression by the forces of
evil:

Y.8.5-6 (= Y.11.12, 22.3, 52.5, 60.8)
vasasca t! ahura mazda u‰tÇca x‰aï‰a hauuanàm dÇmanàm
vasÿ Çpÿ vasÿ uruuarå vasÿ v¥spa voh! a7acijra
x‰aiiamn1m a7auuan1m dÇiiata ax‰aiiamn1m druua!t1m
vasÿ.x‰ajrÿ hiiÇ6 a7auua auuasÿ.x‰ajrÿ hiiÇ6 druuå
gatÿ hamistÿ niÏb1r1tÿ haca sp1!tahe mainii9u‰ dÇmabiiÿ
var1tÿ auuasÿ.x‰ajrÿ

May you, O Ahura MazdÇ, have command at will and wish over your
own creations! / Place at will, O waters, at will, O plants, at will, O
all good (things) whose seed is from Order, / the upholder of Order in
command, the Lieful one out of command! / May the upholder of Or-
der have command at will! May the Lieful one not have command at
will! / (May he be) gone, discomfited, removed from the creations of
the Life-giving Spirit, / restrained, with no power at will.

Y.8.8
rauuasca xvÇjr1mca Çfr¥nÇmi v¥spaiiå a7aonÿ stÿi‰
àzasca duÏÇjr1mca Çfr¥nÇmi v¥spaiiå druuatÿ stÿi‰
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I invite free space and good breathing space of (= for) the entire
(temporal) existence of the upholder of Order. / I invite narrowness
and bad breathing space of (= for) the entire existence of the Lie.

This should probably be seen in connection with a myth found in the
Pahlavi Rivayat, according to which Ohrmazd made food offerings
(myazd) when he established the world of living beings, when he put
the “soul” in Gayÿmard (often identified with the Avestan “man who
upholds Order”), when Zarathustra was born, and when Zarathustra re-
ceived the dïn:

PR.16b.1-528

ka-m gïhÇn dÇd Ç-m mïzd-ïw bï kerd ka-m gyÇn ÿ gayÿmard dÇd Ç-m
mïzd-ïw bï kerd ka tÿ zardux‰t az mÇd zÇd hï Ç-m mïzd-ïw bï kerd ka-t
dïn az man bï pad¥rift Ç-m mïzd-ïw bï kerd... ãï paydÇg k! mïzd-ïw
pad sï mard Ç-‰ bïwar frawahr ¥ a‰ÿ!Çn bï awi‰ rasïnd zardux‰t ïn
purs¥d az ohrmzd k! mïzd-ïw bï ÿ yazdÇn rasïd Ç-‰ dax‰ag ãï ud
ohrmazd guft k! ïk dax‰ag ka wÇrÇn abÇyïd andar mïzd wÇrÇn bawïd

When I established the world of living beings, I made a food offer-
ing. When I put the soul in Gayÿmard, I made a food offering. When
you, Zarathustra, were born, I made a food offering. When you re-
ceived the dïn from me, I made a food offering. ...For it is revealed
that, when one food offering is made by three men, then 10,000
fravashis of the orderly come to them. Zarathustra asked: “What is
the sign that a food offering has reached the gods?” Ohrmazd said;
“One sign is that, when rain is needed, there will be rain in one food
offering.”

The hymn to Haoma then introduces the haoma and Zarathustra as sac-
rificer and is, logically, followed by the FrauuarÇne, in which the sacri-
ficer repeatedly states his side in the cosmic duality and his function as
praiser and sacrificer in the tradition of Zarathustra:

Y.12.6
ajÇ ajÇ cÿi6 zaraju‰trÿ daïuuÇi‰ sar1m viiÇmruu¥ta
v¥spaï‰! fra‰naï‰! v¥spaï‰! ha!jamanaï‰!
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yÇi‰ ap1r1saït1m mazdåsca zaraju‰trasca
ajÇ az9mc¥6 yÿ mazdaiiasnÿ zaraju‰tri‰ daïuuÇi‰ sar1m v¥mruiiï
yajÇ anÇi‰ viiÇmruu¥tÇ y9 a7auuÇ zaraju‰trÿ

And thus, again and again, Zarathustra would forswear the company
with the old gods,
in all the conversations, in all the meetings
in which they discussed, (Ahura) MazdÇ and Zarathustra.
And thus do I, too, as a Mazdaiiasnian in the tradition of Zarathustra,
(herewith) forswear the company with the old gods,
like he would forswear them, Zarathustra, upholder of Order.

The first litany focused on the fravashis is Yasna 23, which opens with
the fravashis’ cosmogonic functions; then the haoma plants and the oth-
er ingredients of the sacrifice are presented to Ahura MazdÇ; still more
fravashis are listed, while the preparation of the haoma sacrifice contin-
ues with new references to the sun, as well as a strophe dedicated to the
good Vaiiu, straightest CistÇ, and the Mazdayasnian DaïnÇ:29

Y.25.5
vaïm a7auuan1m yazamaide
vaïm uparÿ.kair¥m yazamaide tara!Çt1m aniiÇi‰ dÇmàn
aïta6 tï vaiiÿ yazamaide ya6 tï asti sp1!tÿ.mainiiaom
razi‰tàm cistàm mazda!Çtàm a7aon¥m yazamaide
daïnàm va!vh¥m mÇzdaiiasn¥m yazamaide

We sacrifice to Vaiiu, upholder of Order.
We sacrifice to Vaiiu, whose work is above, set beyond the other cre-
ations –
to this of yours we sacrifice, O Vaiiu, which you have of the Life-giv-
ing Spirit.
We sacrifice to straightest CistÇ, upholder of Order, established by
Ahura MazdÇ.
We sacrifice to the good DaïnÇ of those who sacrifice to Ahura
MazdÇ.

We are, in fact, approaching the core of the yasna sacrifice, which is the
recitation and sending off of the Old Avestan texts. Since the new ahu is
not yet born, the sacrifice has to travel through the spaces currently oc-
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29. Vaiiu had already been invoked in similar terms in Y.0.9 and Y.22.24 in conjunction
with the sun.



cupied by darkness, that is, the dark Vaiiu, where it needs the guidance
of CistÇ and the DaïnÇ.

The principal invocation of the fravashis in the Yasna comes in
Y.26 (repeated in Y.59), from which note the following passage, which
refers to the constituents of the human person and to the first and last
sacrificers in the world of living beings:

Y.26.4-5 (= Y.59.21-22)
i!a a7aonàm a7aoninàmca ah!mca daïnàmca
bao!asca uruuÇn1mca frauua7¥mca yazamaide
yÿi a7Çi vaonar1
g9u‰ hu!å!hÿ uruuÇn1m yazamaide
yÿi a7Çi vaonar1
gaiiehe mar1jnÿ a7aonÿ frauua7¥m yazamaide
zaraju‰trahe spitÇmahe i!a a7aonÿ a7¥mca frauua7¥mca yazamaide
kauuÿi‰ v¥‰tÇspahe a7aonÿ frauua7¥m yazamaide
isa6.vÇstrahe zaraju‰trÿi‰ a7aonÿ frauua7¥m yazamaide

Here we sacrifice – of the male and female upholders of Order – the
ahu, the vison-soul,
the consciousness, the breath-soul, and the fravashi,
(of those) who have ever won for Order.
We sacrifice the breath-soul of the cow that gives good gifts.
(We sacrifice the fravashis of the following ones) who have ever won
for Order:
We sacrifice (to) the fravashi of Gaiia Mart!n, who upheld Order.
Here we sacrifice (to) the reward and fravashi of Spitama Zarathus-
tra, who upheld Order.
We sacrifice (to) the fravashi of Kauui Vi‰tÇspa.
We sacrifice (to) the fravashi of Isa!.vastra the Zarathustra-son.

Yasna 27, which follows, introduces the Old Avesta. Yasna 27 begins
with a text to eliminate the forces of evil and to make prosper the life-
giving deities:

Y.27.1-2
aïta6 dim v¥spanàm mazi‰t1m dazdiiÇi 
ah!mca rat!mca yim ahur1m mazdàm
snajÇi a!rahe mainii9u‰ druuatÿ snajÇi aï‰mahe xruu¥.drao‰
fradajÇi ahurahe mazdå raïuuatÿ xvar1na!vhatÿ
fradajÇi am17anàm sp1!tanàm
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fradajÇi ti‰triieheca stÇrÿ raïuuatÿ xvar1na!vhatÿ
fradajÇi nar‰ a7aonÿ
fradajÇi v¥spanàm sp1!tahe mainii9u‰ dÇmanàm a7aonàm

This (we do?), for him to be established 
as the greatest ahu of all and (its) ratu: Ahura MazdÇ,
for the striking of the Lieful Evil Spirit, for the striking of Wrath with
the bloody club,
for the furthering of Ahura MazdÇ, wealthy and munificent,
for the furthering of the Life-giving Immortals,
for the furthering of the star Ti‰triia, wealthy and munificent,
for the furthering of the Man upholding Order,
for the furthering of all of the Life-giving Spirit’s Orderly creations.

Then, the haoma plants are strained and the parahaoma mixture of hao-
ma, milk, and water is prepared. Also, the role of the haoma is stated
explicitly: it is the haomas that put Ahura MazdÇ back in command and
provide the basic pattern for the ordered cosmos:

Y.27.6
haoma pairi.har1‰iie!te mazda.x‰ajra a‰.a.ratauuÿ
va!hu‰ srao‰ÿ yÿ a7ahe hacaite màzaraiia
h9ca i!a yÿijPÇ astu

The haomas are about to be filtered, containing the (royal) command
of (Ahura) MazdÇ, containing the models of Order. / Good Srao‰a,
who is followed by *A7i who bestows riches [cf. Y.43.12] – / let him
too have taken up his position here.

Yasna 27 also contains the three most powerful Zoroastrian prayers, in-
cluding the Ahuna Vairiia, by means of which Ahura MazdÇ and
Zarathustra overcame the Evil Spirit.

With the recitation of Y.27, all the ingredients – the haoma, the plant,
the milk, the water, and the barsom – have been assembled for the re-
birth of Zarathustra, and the Old Avestan texts, which now follow, con-
clude with the praise of Zarathustra’s successful sacrifice, dire curses
against the forces of evil, and a prayer to divine Airiiaman to come and
heal the world, as he does in the conclusion of the Videvdad.
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The yasna sacrifice, part 3

The GÇjÇs, having been recited, are now on their way up to Ahura
MazdÇ, carrying with them all the elements of the new living entity to
be born and providing protection:

Y.55.1-2
v¥spå gaïjåsca tanuuasca azd1b¥‰ca u‰tÇnàsca 
k1hrpasca t1uu¥‰¥‰ca bao!asca uruuÇn1mca frauua‰¥mca
pairica dad1mah¥ Çca vaï!aiiamah¥
Ça6 d¥‰ Çuuaï!aiiamah¥ gÇjÇbiiÿ sp1!tÇbiiÿ ratux‰ajrÇbiiÿ a7aonibiiÿ
yå nÿ h1!ti gÇjå har1jrauuait¥‰ca pÇjrauuait¥‰ca mainiiu‰.xvar1jåsca
yå nÿ h1!ti urune uuaïm xvar1j1mca vastr1mca
tå nÿ h1!ti gÇjå har1jrauuait¥‰ca pÇjrauuait¥‰ca mainiiu‰xvar1jåsca
tå nÿ h1!ti urune uuaïm xvar1j1mca vastr1mca
tå nÿ buiiàn humiÏdå a‰.miÏdå a7ÿ.miÏdå
parÿ.asnÇi a!vhe pasca astasca bao!a!hasca v¥.uruui‰t¥m

All (our) livestock(?) and bodies and bones and life breaths and
forms and strengths and (our) consciousness and breath-soul and
fravashi we place all around and make them known. / Then we make
them known to the life-giving GÇjÇs, upholders of Order, whose
command is according to the models. / The songs which are our
guardians and protectors and food in the world of thought, / which are
for our breath-soul both food and clothing, / those songs are for us the
guardians and protectors and food in the world of thought, / those are
for our breath-soul both food and clothing. / May they bring us good
rewards, great rewards, the reward of Order, / for a new ahu in days to
come, after the wrenching apart of bone(s) and consciousness!

There follows an invocation of Srao‰a and a long hymn to him. The im-
plication is clear: for the holy texts and the sacrifice to pass through the
intermediate space, currently occupied by the forces of darkness,
Srao‰a is needed. This deity, who is said not to have slept since the cre-
ation, protects the world of the living against the forces of evil:

Y.57.17
yÿ nÿi6 pascaïta hu‰xvafa ya6 mainii! dÇmàn dai!¥t1m
yasca sp1!tÿ mainiiu‰ yasca a!rÿ

who has never slept since the two spirits established their creations: 
the Life-giving Spirit and the Evil one.
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He is therefore, next after Ahura MazdÇ himself, the obstruction-smash-
er, v1r1jrajan-, par excellence, as already implied in the GÇjÇs:

GÇjÇ 2, 44.16
ta6 jPÇ p1r1sÇ 1r1‰ mÿi vaocÇ ahurÇ
k9 v1r1jr9m.jÇ jPÇ pÿi s9!ghÇ yÿi h1!t¥
cijrÇ mÿi dàm ah!m.bi‰ rat!m c¥Ïd¥
a6 hÿi voh! s1rao‰ÿ ja!t! mana!hÇ
mazdÇ ahmÇi yahmÇi va‰¥ kahmÇic¥6

I am asking you this: tell me straight, O Lord! / Who (is) the obstruc-
tion-smasher (fit) to protect by your announcement (all those) who
are? / Let brilliant (assistances/gifts?) be given to me! Assign, O heal-
er of the ahu, (him as?) the model (protector?)! / Thus, let Srao‰a
(readiness to listen) come to him on account of (my/his) good
thought, / O All-knowing One, to him, to whomever you wish!

He smashes Wrath and the other forces of darkness, pitting his own
fearless cudgel (dar‰i.dru-) against the bloody cudgel (xruui.dru-) of
Wrath, dealing him wounds that make him bleed in return for the
bloody destruction he has wrought upon Ahura MazdÇ’s cosmos:

Y.57.10
yÿ drigao‰ca dr¥uuiiåsca amauua6 nmÇn1m hàm.tÇ‰ti
pasca h! frÇ‰mÿ.dÇit¥m
yÿ aï‰m1m st1r1jPata snaiji‰a v¥xr!ma!t1m xvar1m jai!ti

who timbers the strong home of the poor man and woman / after the
sun has set, / who, with (his) stunning weapon, strikes Wrath (inflict-
ing it) a bloody wound.

But Srao‰a (“listening”) was also the first sacrificer in the world of
thought to sacrifice to Ahura MazdÇ; he was the first to sing (“make
heard”) the five songs of Zarathustra; and he used the holy words as
weapons:

Y.57.2
srao‰1m a7¥m ... yazamaide yÿ paoiriiÿ mazdå dÇmà
frastar1tÇ6 paiti bar1sm1n yazata ahur1m mazdàm

We sacrifice to Srao‰a of the Rewards ... who, as the first of MazdÇ’s
creation, / at the barsom spread out, sacrificed to Ahura MazdÇ.
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Y.57.8
yÿ paoiriiÿ gÇjå frasrÇuuaiia6 yå pa!ca spitÇmahe a7aonÿ zaraju‰trahe

who was the first to make heard the GÇjÇs, the five of Spitama
Zarathustra, who upheld Order.

The hymn to Srao‰a therefore also recalls his primordial acts, now re-
peated by the current sacrificer.

As the yasna approaches its end, the words and actions become in-
creasingly aggressive, and numerous spells are invoked against the
powers of darkness.

There follows the principal prayer to the fire, son of Ahura MazdÇ,
with requests for rewards, and the principal libation of the waters. Thus,
the intention of the sacrifice becomes increasingly clear: it is the release
of the birth waters, the delivery of the cosmic foetus, and the birth of the
new ahu, the cosmic Order that contains the heavenly fire, the sun.30

Y.65 contains a long hymn to the waters, which is directly followed
by a request for the fravashis to come, apparently in their function as
conveyors of the birth waters (Y.65.6).

Toward the end of the yasna, the invocations become gradually
stronger, and there is an accumulation of expressions referring to life
and growth, on one hand, and to the removal of evil and darkness, on
the other hand:

Y.71.17
var1z1mca haomana!h1mca yazamaide
haomana!h1mca var1z1mca yazamaide
paiti‰tÇt9e t1ma!hàm paiti‰tÇt9e *x‰iiasca amiiauuaiiåsca
dasuuar1ca baï‰az1mca yazamaide
fradaj1mca var1!aj1mca yazamaide
paiti‰tÇt9e axtinàmca astar1manàmca

We sacrifice the invigorant and the possession of good thought.  
We sacrifice the possession of good thought and the invigorant,  
for withstanding darkness, for withstanding weeping and *illness. 
And we sacrifice *fitness and healing,
and we sacrifice furthering and growth  
for withstanding agues and *paralyses.
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The prayer from Y.8 that Ahura MazdÇ may be in command is repeated,
as well as a prayer to see god through Order, his newborn child:

Y.71.30 (= Y.60.12)
a7a vahi‰ta a7a sraï‰ta dar1sÇma jPÇ
pairi jPÇ jamiiÇma ham1m jPÇ haxma

Shall we see you (Ahura MazdÇ), through best Order, through most
beautiful Order? / May we circumambulate you! (May we come) to
share company with you

The Yasna comes to a close with the re-establishment of the sovereign-
ty of Ahura MazdÇ in the re-Ordered cosmos and the guidance of
Zarathustra in the world of the living (Y.71.28).

The Ahuna Vairiia and the other holy prayers are then set in motion
between earth and heaven for a last time to remove whatever evil and
darkness still remains:

Y.72.1 (= Y.61.1)
ahun1mca vair¥m fraï‰iiÇmah¥ a!tar1ca zàm a!tar1ca asman1m
a71mca vahi‰t1m fraï‰iiÇmah¥ a!tar1ca zàm a!tar1ca asman1m ...

We send forth the Ahuna Vairiia between heaven and earth, 
and we send forth the A71m Voh! between heaven and earth...

Power and strength for Ahura MazdÇ is once more invited. Again, all the
divine aids of the sun are invoked, as well as the sun itself, the fire of
Ahura MazdÇ, and the fravashis of the upholders of Order; the victorious
powers, peace with good pastures, the good Vaiiu, and, finally, the firma-
ment and endless and limited time, crucial elements of Ahura MazdÇ’s
creation, which has now been re-established with the help of the sacrifice:

Y.72.9-10
jasa mï auua! 4he mazda amahe hutÇ‰tahe hurao!ahe 
v1r1jragnahe ahura!Çtahe
vanai!tiiåsca uparatÇtÿ rÇmanasca xvÇjrahe
vaiiao‰ uparÿ.kairiiehe tara!Çtÿ aniiÇi‰ dÇmàn
aïta6 tï vaiiÿ ya6 tï asti sp1!tÿ.mainiiaom
jPÇ7ahe xva!Çtahe zruuÇnahe akaranahe 
zruuÇnahe dar1gÿ.xva!Çtahe

Come to my help, O MazdÇ, 
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(for the help of?) the well-fashioned, well-shaped Force, 
the obstruction-smashing Strength established by Ahura MazdÇ, 
the victorious Superiority, peace with good pastures, 
Vaiiu, whose work is above, set beyond the other creations, 
this of yours, O Vaiiu, which you have of the Life-giving Spirit, 
of the speedy one (the firmament), which has its own law, of boundless time 
(and) of time which long has its own law.

We have seen a number of myths in this survey, of which the following
were the most important: 1. the creation myth, involving Ahura
MazdÇ’s sacrifice by which the cosmos was brought into being and or-
dered; 2. the myth of Zarathustra as the first human sacrificer to re-per-
form the primordial sacrifice and re-order the cosmos after the attack of
the Lie, which plunged it back into chaos; 3. the myth of the fravashis
as assistants in the cosmogony; 4. Srao‰a’s battle with Wrath, represen-
tative of darkness and chaos; and 5. the myth of the gift exchange,
which links the human and divine spheres and by which humans aid the
gods by reinvigorating them, returning them to power, and enabling
them to overcome the powers of evil and chaos.

This brief overview obviously does not address all issues in the Yas-
na, not even all issues associated with the topics and texts mentioned
here, but the interaction between myth and ritual is clear and warrants
further study.
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